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and awareness of Korea in other Asian countries.

The National Assembly Library will donate about

500 books annually to each of eight national libraries

in Asia from 2008 to 2012. The NCL will receive

about 2,500 books under the plan, including works

on political science, economics, sociology, culture

and technology. Each of the donated books will have

a "Window to Korea" logo. Recipient libraries are

encouraged to display the books in a special shelf or

reading room. The libraries are also required to

promote the resources to readers through their

websites, library introductions or other related

channels. 

The National Assembly Library maintains

publication exchange relations with 326 institutions

around the world, including close ties with the NCL.

Over the past five years (2003 to 2008), the NCL has

received 689 books and 1,613 periodicals through its

exchange relations with the National Assembly

Library. In 2008, the NCL donated about 2,000

publications from the Cabinet-level Research,

Development and Evaluation Commission to the

Korean library. 

Lan Pi-shan Painting Donation and
Exhibition 

Ceremonies for the donation of a painting by

Lan Pi-shan and the opening of the "Lantern Festival

Painting Exhibition" were held at 10:00 a.m. on

February 9, 2009 at the NCL's Arts and Audiovisual

Center. The library is especially indebted to Gen. Ko

Tun-hua, national policy advisor to the president, for

assistance in arranging the donation of Mr. Lan's

landscape painting "Intoxicating Autumnal Scene"

and the painting exhibition. Mr. Lan is an

internationally acclaimed ink painter. He also holds

positions as the chairman of the Taiwan Ink Painting

Association and advisor to the Art and Cultural

Society of the Buddha's Light International

Association. Over the years, Mr. Lan's paintings

have been displayed at major art exhibitions at the

National Museum of Modern Art in Tokyo and

Beijing Art Museum. His works have also been

displayed at Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall,

National Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall, and many

other venues in Taiwan. Mr. Lan is also among the

prominent artists included in the "Dictionary of

Major Chinese Artists." In 2009, Mr. Lan is

arranging a global touring exhibition of his works,

selections from which were included in the

exhibition at the Arts and Audiovisual Center. 

Since opening on October 27, 2008, the Arts

and Audiovisual Center has served as a repository of

art and AV resources in the NCL collection. It has

also played an important role in promoting culture

and arts by arranging art exhibitions and other

events. In support of this mission, Mr. Lan provided

over 30 paintings for the center's first exhibition.

Continuing until March 31, the exhibition presents a

visual feast representing both the continuity and

innovations of traditional Chinese painting. 
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NCL Director-general Karl Min Ku presents a
certificate of appreciation to Mr. Lan Pi-shan (right)
(Photo by Yi Ming-ke) 

Participants in the painting donation ceremony (Photo
by Yi Ming-ke)


